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places fears that the stability of the institution
family might be in danger have been ex
recent years. Concern about the family has been

numerous

of marriage and

pressed

in

voiced

by organizations

so

different in outlook

as

the

Roman Catholic church and the government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics. Special cabinet ministries

charged with the task of designing measures to protect and
strengthen the family have been established in France and
the Federal Republic of Germany. Studies by governmental
commissions have been undertaken in the United Kingdom
and other countries. Family associations have sprung up in
many places and have united on an international scale in
the Union of Family Associations. The problem of divorce
has constituted the subject matter of heated discussions,
legislative reforms, or political postulates in both hemi
spheres. In the United States of America in particular a vast
amount of writings on the family has been produced by
sociologists, legal scholars, educators, psychiatrists, and
theologians as well as by authors writing for popular maga
zines and daily newspapers.
Efforts to protect and to strengthen the stability of mar
riage and the family have been of many kinds. Religious
leaders and bodies have been engaged in efforts to vitalize
the faith, through intensified religious education and
exhortation to strengthen Christian responsibility, and to
oppose legislation regarded as being incompatible with
Christian doctrine. Psychiatrists, educators, social workers,
and others interested in public welfare or individual health
of body and mind have engaged in the search for ways and
means by which marriage stability might be effectively
promoted.
Many of the proposals require for their implementation
measures which can be applied only by governments. En
forcement by judicial or administrative agencies is neces
sary not only for such police methods as the criminal
prosecution of husbands who neglect to fUrnish support to
their families but also for schemes of family allowances,
public housing, or other measures of public welfare which
require the use of public fUnds to be raised through the
power of the state. As in our times the state is in
all its activities strictly bound by the law; the making of

taxing

laws,
the

especially by

preparation

tion and

way of

of these laws

legislation,
as

well

enforcement, legal experts

those in the other fields concerned.

as

indispensable. In
implementa
needed along with

is

in their

are

of America, the American Bar As
to
pay attention to the prob
lem of the role of the law in the course of the widespread
efforts to protect and promote family stability. In 1950 it
sponsored the establishment of an Interprofessional Com
mission on Marriage and Divorce to study the problem
involved and to draft a set of model laws. As its first task
that commission undertook the drafting of a model law on
divorce, which, the commission decided, should be based
upon scientific knowledge rather than upon preconceived
sociation found itself impelled

of UNESCO on the Colloquium on a
Comparative Study of the Legal Means to Promote the
Stability of the Family, Held in Spain, under the Auspices
of the International Association of Legal Science.
report
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postulates.
It became apparent

to this commission that it would be
broader
international basis for its work.
necessary
It was also found that studies of various kinds had been

find

to

a

initiated in other countries, and it was felt that all these
might be benefited if they would be brought into

studies

with each other. Toward this end, Professor Rhein
proposed to the International Committee of Com

contact

stein

Law that it should

parative

place a colloquium

on

marriage

stability upon the agenda of one of the annual meetings of
the International Association of Legal Science. This pro
posal was accepted and a colloquium on family stability
called

to convene at
Santiago de Compostela, Spain, on
and
in
ber
connection with the Association's
7,
5, 6,
Septem
First International Congress of Comparative Law. Professor

was

Max Rheinstein

this

was

appointed

as

the

general

reporter of

colloquium.

memorandum which was sent by the general re
the prospective members of the colloquium, the
porters
for
decision
was defined as follows:
topic
In

a

to

LEGAL DEVICES TO PROMOTE
MARRIAGE STABILITY

The term marriage stability cannot be defined unequivocally.
opposite of a stable marriage is an unstable one. When is a
marriage unstable? In a sense a marriage may be called unstable
when the relation between the spouses is disturbed by disharmony,
or when its
permanency is endangered by dissatisfaction of one
1.

The

when its monogamous character is impaired or
liaison of one of the spouses with a third party.
The term "marriage stability" has qualitative implications which
range over a full scale of different kinds of marriage from the ideal

party or both,
threatened by

or

a

perfect harmonious, permanent, and invariably faithful union
the other extreme of a married couple living separate and apart
from each other and inspired by mutual hatred or contempt.
For the purposes of the colloque it appears necessary for the
time being to disregard the qualitative element and to define mar
of a

to

riage stability

in

purely

a

shall thus

stability
breakup. Marriage breakup,

formal

mean no

more

sense.

than

Promotion of

prevention

of

marriage
marriage

in turn, shall signify the external event
of termination of the maintenance of a common home of a
married couple. A further limitation is necessary, however, in

order

to

cannot

eliminate

be

that the

two

regarded

parties

do

groups of situations in which

been broken up in

having
not
presently
as

live

marriage
spite of the fact
a

together.

The first of these groups covers those situations in which a
common matrimonial home is maintained,
although one spouse
Continued
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temporarily

interconnecting motivating factors the one factor
"state of the divorce law." The task does not seem to be altogether
impossible, however. Efforts to elaborate appropriate methods are
currently made in the United States. Comparison of, on the one
side, the divorce laws of several countries and, on the other, the
state of marital
stability in these countries constitutes one of these

absent' from it for such

reasons

as

short travel,

vacationing, temporary employment outside the place of the
matrimonial home, service in the armed forces, or temporary
institutionalization in a hospital, a prison, a detention camp, or
some

methods. This fact

operation

other institution.

brought about unilaterally by the desertion
or by a
separation more or less agreed

Devices to promote marriage stability shall thus be devices de
signed to prevent marriage breakup in the sense just defined.
Legal devices to promote marriage stability are those which
make use of that compulsory element which is characteristic of the
law, that is, enforcement by an agency of the state. The colloque
or

judge-made-which can be used to induce a person who contem
plates to break up his marriage to forego the carrying-out of his
plan and rather go on with the maintenance of his marital home.
In no country does this motivation seem to be brought about
by the threat of punishment for the mere fact of simply discon
tinuing the maintenance of a marital home. Desertion or abandon
criminal acts where they are combined with a
support for a wife or children, but no legal sys
tem seems to
try, by means of a threat of punishment, to compel a
person against his will to live together with his spouse.
The legal devices to deter individuals from terminating the
maintenance of a marital home are thus of an indirect character.
In the countries of monogamy, among the most important ap
pears to be the legal impossibility to enter upon a new marital
relationship as long as a prior one has not been terminated by the
death of one spouse or by divorce. Attention must thus be paid
to laws excluding the possibility of divorce altogether or render
ing divorce difficult to obtain. In those extensive discussions of the
"problem of divorce" which have been carried on in recent years,
especially in the United States and England, a tendency has shown
itself to regard the divorce law as the device to prevent family
breakup and even to equate divorce and marriage breakup. Such
identification is not justified, Important, however, is it to know, to
what extent, if any, the comparative ease or difficulty of obtaining
a divorce constitutes an element of motivation in rendering mar
riages more or less stable. There have been many apodictical state
ments that "divorce breeds divorce" or that "the absence or exces
sive difficulty of divorce breeds desertion, adultery, and concubi
nage," but no one has so far been able to furnish exact proof of
either one of these propositions. The difficulties of such proof are,
indeed, formidable. The task is that of isolating out of the seamment are

treated

failure

provide

housing situation, or the attitudes toward and the extent of
prostitution. In connection with many of these phenomena, a cer
tain role is played by legal rules such as those concerning the status
of women with respect to political rights or rights of property, or
laws on housing, family allowances, or rights of succession to
property on death. In some ways family stability also seems to be
influenced by laws on income and estate taxes, pensions, social
security, or public morals. Systematic investigation of these con
nections seems to be totally lacking. Yet, in order effectively to
protect and promote marriage stability, it is necessary to know
what kind of measures are promising, which are likely to be futile,
and which may do more harm than good. Co-operation and an
exchange of ideas are necessary not only between nations but also
between the representatives of different branches oflearning. Legal
scholars must work together with experts in sociology and, per
haps, also in other fields of social science.
To the Bureau of the International Association of Legal Sci
ence, it has appeared advisable not to attack the whole complex at
once. The
colloque scheduled for 1956 is to be of an exploratory
character. Its main task is that offormulating the problems. In 1957
the discussion shall be continued by a larger group consisting of
representatives of the law as well as of social science.

the

of one spouse by the other
upon by both.

will thus be concerned with those laws-written, customary,

by the International Association of Legal

The number of factors by which the degree of marriage stabil
ity is influenced in a given society appears to be almost infinite.
Among the more obviously recognized ones are the state of the
particular society's industrialization and urbanization, the status
of women, the religious and moral climate, the state of education,

one

also where the spouses, in full agreement and harmony, maintain
separate professions or careers which require their long-time
presence in different places.
For the purposes of the colloque, "marriage breakup" shall thus
mean the termination of the maintenance of a common home
by a
married couple which is due to dissension or dissatisfaction with
the marital union.
Such breakup can be

well as the recognition of the necessity of co
supranational scale have resulted in the desire to
as

Science.

of the spouses is
institutionalized for life or where a couple is prevented from
living together by laws restricting immigration or emigration, but
union. Situations of this kind exist where

on a

have the problem treated

of the second group it is no longer possible to
speak of a matrimonial home of the couple, but its absence is due
to facts other than dissension or dissatisfaction with the marital
In the situations

to

17

less web of

-
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This memorandum

accompanied by a questionnaire
recipients
requested to answer in advance
that
the
factual
information sought to be
so
of the meeting
Fourteen
countries responded.
obtained would be available.

which the

was

were

members of the
of the conviction that the problem of in
vestigating all those legal devices by which the stability of
marriages might possibly be influenced would be too vast
to be adequately covered in one single meeting of three
days' duration and that it would therefore be desirable to
provide for continued and extensive study in the future.
The colloquium thus regarded it as its principal task
to obtain a survey of the problems involved and to
At the very outset of their discussions all

colloquium were

ways in which their study could be
undertaken
along lines of supranational scholarly
profitably
co-operation. In order to obtain a firm basis for the study
of those legal devices by which marriage stability might be
sought to be protected or promoted indirectly, it was de
cided first to deal with that legal device by which marriage
stability is sought to be protected in the most direct way,
that is, those laws by which the termination of a marriage

consider

possible

18
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by the parties, or one of them, is rendered difficult or im
possible. The first part of the meeting at Santiago was thus
devoted

survey of the divorce

laws, especially of the
the
represented
meeting and, in connection
therewith, to the designing of methods by which it might
be possible to determine for a
given society the effect of its
divorce laws upon its actual state of marriage stability. In
the second part of the
meeting the colloque tried to obtain
to a

countries

a

at

oflegal devices other than the divorce laws which
be used for protecting marriage stability. Finally,

survey

might
the

colloquium undertook to make plans for future work,
especially for second colloquium to be held in 1957.
a

As

a

result of this agreement,

two

resolutions were

placed

before the Comparative Law Congress of the International
Association of Legal Science and were
passed unanimously.
Pursuant to these resolutions the International Committee
of Comparative Law decided to
place upon the agenda of
the 1957 meeting of the International Association of
Legal
Science a colloquium on marriage stability and to
appoint
Professor Rheinstein as general reporter for the topic.
The two resolutions which were adopted read, in
part,
as follows:

A. The various

reports and the discussions at the

colloque

gave valuable information about the different legal systems,
especially in respect of grounds of separation and divorce,

and,· furthermore,

about the frequency of separations and
divorces and about the existence of the facto separations and
informal unions. Various types of legal systems could be

distinguished. In some countries no legal divorce exists at
(Spain, Italy, Brazil). The legal attitudes toward the
idea of divorce by mutual consent are very different. Also
the frequency of informal unions differs
widely. In some
countries (e.g., Belgium) the divorce rate shows consider
able regional variations according to different
religions and
all

Mr. John A.

Radcliffe, president of the Law Students Association and
president
Radcliffe, who is from Joliet, Illinois,
took his undergraduate work at Goethe University in
Germany and
the University of Wisconsin.

of the Senior Class. Mr.
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traditional factors. In Japan a survival of ideas of pre
can be observed in the rural districts,
where the divorce rate is higher than in the cities.
In spite of aU these many differences, it
may be con
cluded that there are certain common trends. A steady rise
of the divorce rate is to be found in a great number of coun
Western civilization

tries. The divorce

of the United States

be the
the last few
years. Consent divorces represent in great parts of the
world the regular solution of marital breakup, although the

highest,

even

rate

though

it has decreased

seems to

during

is different in different countries. But we
do not know whether the divorce figures allow the con
clusion that there has also occurred a corresponding, or
even
any, increase in the number of cases of marriage
breakup. In the discussions at the colloque there was under
lined that, excepting some countries, we do not have such
full statistical information about the divorce situation as
would be desirable and that it is still more difficult to say
anything about the rate of factual marriage disruption
situations which obviously exist also in countries where the
legal divorce rate is zero because the law does not recognize
divorce quoad vinculum. It was also pointed out that some

legal procedure

world-wide trends seem to make a rise in the number of
factual disruptions inevitable; the emancipation of women,
the

shrinking

tion,

of the

family, industrialization,

urbaniza

etc.

B. The discussions

at the
colloque led to the general
conclusion that a new conference, already tentatively
decided by the CIDC, should be held in 1957, in order to
bring together legal and sociological scholars interested in
the problem offamily stability. The basic task of this con

ference should be

study

of the

take further steps toward a scholarly
problems concerned under all necessary points
to

of view, insofar as they
of existing legislation or

are

of interest for the evaluation

possible legislation reform.

Joe Sutherland, '58,

in a placement interview with Mr. Orin Purintim,
of «Milwaukee law firm. During each academic year many law firms,
from all sections of the country, send representatives to The Law School
to

conduct

employment interviews

with the School's students.
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Mr. Justice
at

a

The

Burton, with

Quadrangle

Club

Professor Francis

Allen and

University of Chicago

two

law

Law School

Mr. Justice Burton

students,

Richard

reception,

of the

at

Berryman,

Hall
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dinner in The Law School Residence Hall, with
(left), and Dean Bennett, president

Resident Head

(right).

II
At the

colloquium held in Santiago in September, I956,
apparent that there exists a general agreement as to
the desirability of the greatest possible stability of marriages
and family relations in general. This conviction was
it

compulsion. If two married people do not wish to live
together, or if one is determined to abandon the other, no
government can forcibly keep them together. All legal
devices available are therefore of an indirect character only.

was

shared

equally by the representatives of the Western coun
people's democracies, and of the oriental coun
tries. There also exists
widespread feeling that at the
the
time
of
present
stability the institution of marriage is
being endangered by number of recent trends and de
velopments. Everybody agreed that all possible measures

Indirect is even the effect of the rules oflaw which either
render the tie of marriage completely indissoluble or permit
the dissolution of the marriage tie only under certain

tries, of the

a

limited conditions. A legal system which excludes divorce
or under which a divorce is obtainable
only with difficulty
cannot prevent the occurrence of factual separation and
abandonment or the creation of new adulterous unions.
All it can do is to prevent the creation of a legally recog
nized new union. The effectiveness of the law concerning
divorce is therefore not so obvious as it may appear at a
first glance.

a

should be taken to preserve and, in so far as necessary, to
strengthen the stability of the institutions of marriage and
the family. It also became apparent £rom the discussion
that there exists a need for knowledge and information
with respect to both the actually existing state of facts and
the possible cause-effect relationships between the various
devices advocated and the actual state and trend of marriage

stability.
The present dearth of factual knowledge and informa
was felt to be serious and to be
potentially productive

tion

of dangerous effects; widely divergent opinions have been
professed with great strength and conviction. On
the one side, for instance, it is said that "divorce breeds
divorce," while on the other side it is held with equal con
viction that "the lack of divorce breeds
immorality." The
advocates of neither opinion have so far been able to adduce
proof for their respective positions.
The devices which are potentially apt to influence the
stability of marriage are many and of great variety.
held and

Many

useful devices do not belong to the sphere of
law but rather to those of religion, education,
psychiatry,

potentially

and similar non-legal spheres.
The characteristic of the sphere of law is compulsion
through the might of the government. No government
however can bring about durability of a marriage by direct

city planning,

.

ascertain is the casual effectiveness
of
laws concerning such topics as
marriage stability
marital property rights, social security, taxation, pensions,
family allowances or housmg, or of laws providing for the
use of
public funds for marriage counseling or education for
Even

more

difficult

to

on

family living.
In view of this striking lack of indispensable
knowledge
and information, the members of the colloquium unani
mously reached the conclusion that the I957 Colloquium
should be charged with the task of preparing the collection
of such factual knowledge.
It was also unanimously held that it would be im
possible for a colloquium of short duration by itself to fmd
all the information which is presently lacking. The task of
collecting the data will require years. The colloque will
have achieved a task of great importance, however, if it
succeeds in finding and defining the questions to be an
swered, in indicating methods for their solution, and in
establishing a well-structured systematic survey of all the

problems.
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only to eliminate all friction, but also to carryon all
conversation in the calm spirit of scientific
inquiry. It was
also possible to reach agreement on a considerable number
not

of propositions, the
marized as follows:

most

important

of which

can

be

sum

I.
Legal devices to prevent family breakup can operate
only by indirection. Governmental power cannot be effec
tively used to compel a married man or woman to live

with his or her spouse against his or her own wishes. No
such attempts are made anywhere in modern society. All
the state can do is, by threatening punishment or by direct
action, provide for the enforcement of those duties of
support which are incumbent upon a husband or father or,
in some countries, upon a married woman or a mother.
The law can also prevent the factual breakup of a mar
riage being followed by the conclusion of new legitimate

marriages by
Hon. Edwin

Robson,

John McCormick, JD '16, and Hon.
Illinois Appellate Court, at a reception for

Hon.

Joseph Burke, judges of the
Mr. Justice Burton.

the

go a step further and
the
a formalized interna
establishment
of
try
promote
tional organization through which the answers to the vari
ous
questions maybe sought. It will be one of the tasks ofthe
colloque to investigate whether or not the establishment of
such an organization appears to be practicable and, if so,
what funds will be needed, how they might be obtained,
and along what lines the organization should be estab

Perhaps

colloquium may even

to

lished.
If the

colloquium is to achieve its aim, it must be partici
in
pated not only by legal scholars but also by experts in
empirical sociology and perhaps also by representatives of
such other fields as social welfare, psychology, or education.
The legal experts are to be chosen so that they represent the
principal legal systems. The participants from the field of
social science should be scholars of special experience in
family research.
III
A. When the

assembled in Santiago de
Compestela, it had before it the rich material of the reports
that had been prepared for it. This material made it clear
that efforts to protect and promote marriage stability have
to a considerable extent been determined
by tenets of re
ligious faith or basic philosophy, which are held with deep
conviction, but which it would be pointless to make the
subject matter of discussion. The colloquium thus decided
to accept as a
working premise the proposition that stabil
ity of marriage is desirable and to limit its discussion to the
problem of finding out by what legal devices, if any, this
end might be achieved. In this way it was possible in
discussions which were participated in by representatives
of Catholic Spain, Communist Yugoslavia, Protestant or
secularist Scandinavia, modern Japan, and other nations,

colloquium

Divorce

the

parties.

laws, that is, laws which exclude

or limit the
of
the
tie
of
an
possibility dissolving
legal
existing marriage,
cannot prevent the factual
breakup of a marriage by uni
lateral abandonment or mutual separation or by the crea
tion of new irregular unions.

While it is

that

a
society's state of marriage
influenced
stability
by the comparative
ease or
with
which
the
formal
dissolution of a
difficulty
the
conclusion
of a new
marriage and, consequently,
can
be
few
efforts
have
so far
obtained,
legitimate marriage
been made to obtain more precise information about this
causal relationship, and hardly any reliable information is
presently available.

2.

is

3.

of

an

likely

to some extent

Among the present laws dealing with the dissolution
existing marriage, the following groups can be dis

tinguished:
a) Marriage is completely indissoluble in any way other
than by the death of one of the spouses-Canon Law of the
Roman Catholic church; Spain, Italy, Peru, Brazil, Co
lombia.

marriage can be dissolved upon the petition of one
if
the
other has been guilty of a grave violation of his
party
marital duties-system of divorce sanction; Verschuldens

b)

A

prinzip; England, Scotland,

most

states

of the United

States of America, France, and many others.
Kinds of misconduct enumerated in the divorce

statutes

"grounds for divorce" are such acts as adultery (only
ground for divorce in New York), physical cruelty (Eng
land, most American states), mental cruelty of various
kinds (France, some American states), or malicious deser
tion for a certain minimum period, such as two
years
(Germany) or one year (Illinois).
c) A marriage can be dissolved where it is so thoroughly
broken in fact that its factual revival cannot be reasonably
expected-system of divorce faillite, Zerriittungsprinzip,
The agency by which a party's application for the dis
as

solution of his

by

the

marriage is to be acted upon may be ordered
appropriate statute to grant the application if the
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years
(Germany) or one year (Illinois).
c) A marriage can be dissolved where it is so thoroughly
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The agency by which a party's application for the dis
as

solution of his

by

the

marriage is to be acted upon may be ordered
appropriate statute to grant the application if the
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factual breakdown of the marriage has been ascertained
through (I) the investigation of all pertinent circumstances
of the individual case (Switzerland, U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia,
Poland); or (2) the fact that the parties have factually lived
separate and apart from each other for a certain period such
as ten
years (Rhode Island), three years (Germany), or two
years (Louisiana); and (3) the fact that the parties have
jointly applied for a decree of separation and have there
upon factually lived separate and apart from each other for
a certain
period, such as two years (Sweden, Finland),
months
(Denmark), or one year (Norway).
eighteen
The
system of divorce sanction and sanction faillite are
d)
in many countries so combined with each other that a
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